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Nous avons essaye de demontrer

roumains d'une bonne connaissance

Pour lui' Schopenhauer est un partenalre

un adversaire redoutable' mais non pas
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the French culturar space to mark any caesura in this regard:,,In cioranswork, schopenhauer's philosophy of itr. irru,iorrut, iirrra, unconscious wi'was completed by the romantic philosophy 
"r,r*'i"r,rnctive deveropmentof the historicar organisms - th. ir.ut..ur*r.r,- rro*sp.rrgter,s phirosophl.of history and culture. In their &i"t: complementari es, the rwo visionsof the late German Romanirm p?orrided cioran ,rr. 

-fru-., 
the premisesand the etaron through which ti. ,u- the worrd, th" h.,-u,. being andthe history' They convinced him to stake, as a history creating factor, oneverything beronging to the unconscious, irrationar, in'stinctive and telluricrealm'" Further-ore, Marta petreu ,hirrk, that this irrfl,r.r.. can be identifieiextremely punctually in two of cioran's youth .,rot.r-., - on the Heights oDespair and The Book of Delusions, statins th.y wourd t no', uschopenhaueriar_metaphysical fundament- Evidentry, r"* 

,"J ""1.r,"r."! i, ,uth., risky ancit seems unlikely to ge:th. ,rnurri-i y of the exegetes of the cioranian workEven if Nlarta petreu's general th.ri, has not i.." ;i;.try discussed ye iLivius ciocdrlie has. a di#er.n, optrrto' regarding the vorume an the Heigh;of Despair, appreciating that in his fist book cioran is Nietzschean.Leaving aside for a moment cioru"'" ;;i;;;*. with spengler,philosophy,we come back to ,rr. a.,inutwe have previously demonstrated th."^:cioran's youth works ur. i-pr.grr";;ly the Nietzsch.ur'.r"-.nts which dnot represent just a touch of color, stylistic marks, or surface .r.m".rtr, y.t bein:essential for understanding the fundamental axes of cioranian vision. Th.contact with the texts has not ailowed the identifi.utio., ois.t op"rrhaueria:elements significant enough to basically act as p"r."ir"i.ompetitors to th_discovered Nietzschean motives. In addition, -hir. ;. ;;; tried to describ _in details, thoroughly presenting ,n, *^yin which some Nietzschean theme ,operate in the cioranian work, Murta petreu .orrnr* ur ru-irg the centr,.concept of the schopenhau^erian system - the irratio,.ut *itt _ and conside:,that, starting from-identifiing tl, i-por,ance for cioran, a concrusio:regarding the significun.. of sit op.rrt uuert philosophy for rhe Romaniir.thinker can be draw fir{/.""dh.-%t the w'r i, u .o,r..pt with arar,:.circulation in the space of it. c.r"-un Romanti.ir- urra- of the Europei,philosophy, hence proving its presence ut ciorur, *itho.rtl.monstrating tr.:
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appropriation of other Schopenhauerian related themes, is not suficient.
That is why, in order to make this aspect clear, we shall proceed to a minute
inventorying of schopenhauerian themes present in cioian's texts, aiming to
determine to what extent they meet his approval, being integrated as essen"tial
parts, as fundamental acquisitions for the mechanism of his thirrkirrg, or being
used as a necessary stimulant, as a trainingpartnet - criticized.or r"i..t.J
We hope that atthe end of our investigation we shall be able to convincingly
demonstrate that whether there are detectable Schopenhauerian influences in
ciorant works, as well as how important theywere fo, the construction of the
meditation of the philosopher from Risinari, thus contributing, among the
others, to the acceptance or the rejection of petreu's thesis.

1' one of the reasons why Schopenhauer's philosophy had. a great
influence at the end of the 19'h century and the beginning Lf 20'n centu"ry is
its ruthless pessimism, the desolating image it creates o., th" existence. After
the period of optimism and trust in the capacity of the reason to improve
the human living conditions, after decades-of unflinching adhesion to the
idea of an infinite progress, an epoch of terrible doubt.o.rJerrring the fate of
humanity follows. In the new context, the pessimism becomes a ieal fashion,
and its beacon-philosopher, Schopenhau"r, i. f"-orrs everywhere. A thinker
who adopts the fundaments of the vision of life from ths Schopenhauerian
metaphysics must declare himself a pessimist, therefore, if cioran is so much
beheld to the German philosopher with his entire work, we should discover
the formulas of his pessimism. Yet, at least in his early work, as previously
emphasized, Cioran does not hesitate to criticizethe pessimism over existence
considering it a matter of cowardice, a kind of capitulation in front of the
vicissitudes of life, the inability to face the challenges of the human being's
tumultuous fl'x. To him, adopting a pessimistic attitude makes the proof oia
deficit in vitaliry of ,h-" incapacity ofproposing any heroic vision, the only one
suitable to cross swords with the tragic sense of existence. Neither pessimistic,
nor optimistic, Cioran adheres to Nietzsche's grandiose solution of always
saylng '.yes" to life, creatively receiving the fatality of becoming through an
energetic amorfati, trying to pass over the sterile opposition between optimism
and pessimism through an almost unbearable intensification of living.In this
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context, the Schopenhauerian pessimism is an obsolete formula, an acceptance
of being defeated without fighting, while Cioran firmly delimits himsekfrom
it: "Schopenhauer states that ifwe knocked at the tombstones to give life back
to the dead, they would all refuse it. I think that, on the contrary, they would
die ofjoy again.

Al1 the thoughts which keep me apart from life drive me crazy. the
eternity? To be buried alive"..

The more I read the pessimistic thinkers, the more I love life. After
reading, I regret I am not afizncd"".

In our opinion, the pessimism becomes an essential note of the
Cioranian thought just after having abandoned the frenetic Nietzscheanism
of the youth, starting with publishing his French work, also as a result of
the failure of his generation's projects to profoundly modi$, the Romanian
realities. Yet, it seems difficult to determine if the roots of this new image oi
the world are nourished by the Schopenhauerian philosophy or if they are
rather the outcome of the numerous oriental, especially Buddhist texts he
had read. The transformation is radical as instead of the boundless activism
and tragic grandouq Cioran starts pleading for detachment, for the ironic
contemplation of the creation and destruction of the things, for surpassing
the veil of apparences in the attempt to have acces to the saving neant behini
all the existences.

2" Young Cioran also discusses many times another famous motif of the
Schopenhauerian system is that of love as a sly trick used by the genius of the
species to ensure life perpetuation. For Schopenhauer this ruthless perspective
is a sign of lucidity by which he succeeded to decrypt all essential mechanisms
of the will-to-live, applying his discoveries in the area of love, less studied br
the philosophers. The most complex presentation of this theory is made in the
Metaphysics of Love, one of the addenda to the 4,h book of The World as wi,.
and Re?resentation, ofwhich we quote for exemplification: "The general sexua_
instinct, as it appears in each individual's conscience, without seeking out fo:
another determined individual of the other sex, is, in itself and aside from an..

external manifestation, nothing else but the will-to-1ive. But when it appear,
in front of the conscience with an individual determined as an obiect, thi.
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sexual instinct is in itself the will-to-live as a clearly determined individual.In
this case, the sexual instinct, although it is actuallypure subjective need, knows
verywell to put on the mask of an objective admiration and thus to mislead the
conscience: because nature needs this strategy to hit its aims. Yet, no matter
how objective and well hidden under sublime colors this admiration might
appe r, still this amorous passion aims nothing else than the procreation of a

determined individual; and the main proof of this fact is that essential is not
the reciprocity of love, but the possession, meaning the lust."".

The reasons why Cioran invokes against this theory are of two types.
The first starts from denying Schopenhauert rightness in demanding that the
illusions should be speared for the sake of a more profound truth, in the name
of getting to the essence. Profoundly Nietzschean, Cioran cannot do else
but requiring the cultivation and multiplication of the illusions, denying the
existence of an authentic substratum, denying the possibility of parting the
world in phenomena and essences. To him, even if we accepted the premises
of Schopenhauer's theory of love, even if we have adhered to the idea that
love is just illusion, this fact would not diminish its value and it would not
reduce its intensiry because the individuals who arc captivated by the mystery
of such a fiction would not be able to feel at all the disappointment of the
lucid and cynic demystification, remaining forever huppy, prisoners of their
own illusion: "If you say that in Johnt love for Mary there is nothing else
but the gender of race that creates individual illusions and uses the beings as

instruments, does it mean you degrade somehow the interior, psychological
absolute? John and Mary's illusion? Yet there is nothing above it. This is
everything. Schopenhauer is right to claim that life is a dream. Still he falls
into a serious inconsistency when, instead of encouraging the illusions, he
discloses them, making us understand that there could be something besides
them. Everything is deception, a sweet and bitter one.It is obvious that reality
or truth could notbe."

The second reason starts from the extraordinary intensity ofthe erotic
feeling. Cioran thinks that such z force, able to furnish even temporary
the being's void, cannot be reduced to the role of a simple auxiliary, of a

subordinated force, moreover, it cannot serve a trans-subjective cause, using
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the ego as a simple puppet, especially because of the heartrending suffera: .

it induces to it: "The deeper meaning of love is not intelligible neither thror---
the <gender of the species> nor through surpassing the individuation. \4
may think that it could get such stormy intensities, of an inhuman gra\ -
if we would be simple instruments in a process in which we personally 1o,

Ancl who can admit that we would engage ourselves in such a huge suffera:-
just to be victims? The sexes are capable neither of such abdication, noL'

such deception."
3. Schopenhauer's attempt to dam up the torrent of the irrational.

resembles a crusade against the instinctual human being, considered the n-.

obvious manifestation of a blind impulse, of the fatale animalism inhei-
to its profound nature.The liberation from the sufferance circle of the r,r'.,

can be achieved just by surpassing the will-to-live thanks to a detachn-,.
in relation with the individuation principle, thanks to the surpassing oi
egotism and subjectivity. The main paths through which it is possibl.
escape the grip of the will are the aesthetic contemplation and the ascetic ,

The first involves the individual's capacity of attarning a perfect objecti
of entirely identifying himself with the object he contemplates, there-
achieving a state in which all the laws governing the world of phenomenr
suspended; "the one sunk in this contemplation is no more an individua-
the individual has disappeared in this very contemplation), it is the sub

which understands purely, set free from the will, the pain, the time.".
more the path followed by a genius as he is inclined, due to his excee.-

cognitive power to get free of the will and to become a perfectly exact m-:-
of the world's being".

The second way of defeating the constraints of the will is the ascetic..
It re sults as disgust against the sufferance of the existence, as a wild opposi-
against the will-to-1ive, manifested through all the phenomena in the r,r',

The one practicing it, the wise man or the saint, ceases to want, tryin:
become indifferent to everything around, assuming chastity, the volur- ,

poverty, the mortification of the body by serenely accepting the suffer,.
and by practicing a much more severe fast, ending by death through inani:.
the supreme step of,the liberation from the will-to-live and the only sur-
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manner able to lead to the denial of the essence of the wi[..
Young cioran, always exalting the superabundance of rife, the frenetic

demonic sense of becoming, the excess, the orgiastic, is a dreadful opponent of
any concepts that aim to diminish life experience, to strangle the instincts. to
spiritualize the existence. Believingjust in the intensificatJn of the sensations.
in the need to feel more and more acutely the whole range of affects caused by
the plunge in the liberating world of appearances, he .riti.ir., in numerous
fragments the errormade bythosewho tryto divide the realityin two completely
separated spheres - the one of the tr rth, the certainry,th; essential, 

".ra 
tnl

one of the illusion, the vague, the futile. Attached to his Nietzschean vision of
the dynamic of the universe, he can do nothing but rejectin g anytrial to plead
for objectivity in knowledge, for surpassing the subjectiviir. Being objective

T-"ult to be impersonal, unperturbed, and unable to catch the real rhyth-, of
life.It means to pretend that you can subject the chaos to the becoming: ,,Not
seeing in things more than they have. seeing what they are. Not to bJyou in
lhr?._glirctiaity is the name of this curse - which is the curse of knowledge
[. ' .]. You cannot live as a clear-sighted person, you cannot take anyon e,s shir,
and you cannot take^part to anything. Being partiar- meaning c-.reatingfalse
absolutes - the sap of becoming is reborn in our veins. Beinq with the *-tat
circumstances is a subjectivity act, a hostility orr. to*urdl knowledge. The
objectivity kills the life and the spirit,s <life>.

The proliferation of asceticism, of the abandonment, and of the
disowning of the flesh and blood human being's wrap appears to cioran as
the suffering people's revenge,as a weapo., .rrJ by th" iu.-.ntirrg forlowers
of religions in order to discredit life. He suspects all those *ho ..rp"ports such
doctrines ofstrong resentments comparing to those able to abandon themselves
to the experiences, following their instincts: "Al1 those who renounced and
dedicated themselves to the asceticism practice,living in the desert, did this
with the conviction that they had essentially surpass.J th. human relativities.
The access to the feeling of a subjective eternity gave them the illusion of a
total liberation. Yet, their incapacity of effective lheration is proved by their

:o1g"T"jion 
of the pleasure and by their scorn for the p"opi. who live lustror lvrng.
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4. schopenhauer tries to demonstrate that through his system oi.
perception upon the world as consisting of a plurality of individuals is nothir. -
else but the efrect of the Maya's veil which hides from us the only truth th.-
can be accepted. The one that only the will exists, while everything else .

representation, creation of an intellect organized.according to the laws of spa.,
and time and prepared to manage just the phenomenal world and unable .

reach the thing in itself.The sufferance and fright in front of death are reserve
just to those who cannot surpass this general level of a vision according .

which everything is the expression ofwill, of the eternal and indivisible will
will untouched by transition and transformation, while death is nothing el,
but an accident that does not affect at all the rhythms of the nature,leavi:--
the essence untouched: "{Jndoubtedly, the individual, under our eyes, is bo:
and he transits, yet he exists just apparently; if he exists, it happens just in t:
eyes of this intellect that has as a guide only the principle of the sufficie
ration, that principiunt individuationis; in this case, yes, he receives life a.
pure gift that makes him leaving the nothingness; to him death means losi: -

this gift, a return to the nothingness ["..] Birth, death, these words have:
meaning but in their relation with the visible appearance dressed up in i.
will, in their relation with life; the essence of the will is to produce individLr,
who, as transitory phenomena, are subjected to the law of ti-e, are born a:

die; but even so they are the phenomena ofwhat, in itself ignores the time,. ,

having no other means to give an objeetive existence to its intimate essenci
To Schopenhauer, the liberation from sufferance, the breach in i

circle of phenomena go beyond the self the pure individual perspective ul-
the universe, the egotism of any kind. The only way to have access to i
disloeation of the impenetrable monad that is the individual is the intuition
the common essence of all the creatures and things, the revelation of the r-

from behind the numberless forms created by the capaciqr of representing i
This is also the path followed by the moral human beings who come to do :
right thing not for abstract reasons, for pure rational reasons, but because tl ,

have the intuition of their identification with the other. They understand t:
there is no real difference between the victim and the executioner, between :.

one in sufferance and the one who cause this sufferance" as all are accide :--
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the same being; in vain do they seem, in the phenomenon they both manifest

themselves, to belong to distinct individuals, even separated by large time

intervals. The one who krows can see that the distinction betvveen the one

who does harm and the one who suffers it, is simple appearance, that it does

not attain at all the thing in itself, that the will is manifest in both of them at

the same time'""'
Nothing can be more foreign to the young Cioran than the idea that

the individuality is the evil that must b

should break away from. Although he

indMduation, undoubtedly discussed s

solution he sees is totally different for

The numberless fragm"rrt, fro- The BookofDelusions,The Passionate Handbook'

and The Dusk of the'Thoughtsdedicated to this issue consider the phenomenon

of individuation an expression of the

that should be protected and exalted p

it involves. Cioran thinks that life with

without the ephemeral splendor of the ego is just an amorphous construction,

an ocean of commonpl".", where there is no foom for sufferance, for the

tragicpain, for the sublime demon of lucidity: "The creatures'separation from

the initial chaos determined the individuation phenomenon' a tfue attemPt

of life at striving after lucidity.Th" individual formations came into being as

a shout for conscience and the creatures triumphed in their effort to separate

themselves from the confusion of the wholeness. As long as the man remained

a simple being the individuation did not exceed the frames of life, as he was

backed by the uholeness and he was the wholeness' Yet his zeal fot' getting

him out of the centfe of the natufe, gave him the illusion of a possible infinite

within individual boarders. Therefore, man stafted losing his limit and the

individuation became his punishment. His painful greatness consists of

this. Because without the adventurous coufse of individuation he would be

nothing."".
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To cioran, the individuation is not a temporary detention, an illusiondestined to introduce us into the in

inv
per
the
illusion; it is the only real important re
to the world: "The individuadon reve
as return' The one who does not cultivate this isolation does not love life, andalso the one who is not afraid, of the return. A_lmost no one loves the returnwhich proves nothing erse but the fact that this i, th.;;;;o the worrd wherewe have no nanxe. The individuation gave rife a name. we all have a name; theworld preceding the individuation is"the life with no name, the rife with no

its fgure. That is why the collapse of
ment. The man does not love his face
ich is a metaphysic sign. The tremble

loss of our world",, 
the disfiguration, is the inkling of the

his ephemeral destiny, refusing to
I to itself the lack of sufferance in

eatitude lacking any dramatic sense,
an vehemently rejects the solutions
dividualiry its sacrifice in the name

eason to allow the immolation of the
netic experiment of all the conditions
the sake of a problematic salvation,

inciple. The essential error of those

a s upra -p' ers on al ab sorute or,r,",,r,a.rrlu',,lll, #l-; J*jiT*T:1il:
ego is that which imagines a solution pra."J on another revel, asking theman for gigantic efforts for a destiny that does not regard him any ronger,
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give up myself, To be th nce; everyone asked me to
mypride wanted my na, nlmous in nothing - while

ciorans work re. also."

principle until ) Ehort ralting the individuation
"The unconscious dogma rtains a fragment entitled
passion for himsel{ for h.
are? You should imagine a
own image is unknown [.
we were born and uft", *. die cannot influence 

", ,iTr?."rT"T;:","rT":.,?J;and just for few seconds; we feel ,fr. f.*, of our duration aout of thirst, stit not drained i'it, prin.ipre,,. After *-ln:H:T.1l,rl
l!:Tf#ffi:l'th' f'agment, i,o...ding. 

","ir,L.s criticism of the
tii..h.,,g",J,;;#:ffi il:,fl ff f, ;*:"::fr.ln:*:::;,;,?**;:
especially of Buddhist orlgrn. ciorurr, *r,o returns ; ;;;" which courd beconsidered metaphysic ,uftrrrr. ...-.a to have ,r.pp"J .".r r, due to his earlyfervent Nietzschean attitude, r".rrp..ur., a series oitraditional terminological

;he Romanian works ]for
the contemplation of
sion, of the fanaticism

5' Schopenhauer, a convinced admirer of Kant, an enthusiastic partisanof the revolution that he had initiatJ in ph'osophf, -^"rr.rrr, disagrees
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rlebeian ones, a disgraceful attempt to control the instincts' to temper the

ego's enthusiasm, a kind of bad-taste: "In the mercy outbursts there is a

iecret attraction to the "bad mannefs", to filthiness and degradation' A^y

monstrosity is perfection comparing to the lack of <good taste> charucterizing

th. ,y-p^ihy, ihis eoithavlng the real appearance of the gentleness. "
' 
Ciorul mainly ,"pror.h.. such a feeling for the obliteration of all the

differences, the blurring of the distances, the impression that the identification

prevails in relation wiih the other aspects. The young philosopher's vanity

hnds nothing stimulating in such a vision build just on the stress on the

similitude, on th" pr"rrrri. on the common essence of mankind whereas he

actually militates for singular tzation,for the personal effort, for the triumph of

distinciion: "To lose mlsufferance in the others? To discover fellow creatures

again and again!To be irappywhile gardening their stupidity,while cultivating

their wickedness - and killing my enthusiasm into disdain?

The ego is a piece of urt nurtured by that pain religion aims to ease. Yet

the man's noblesse is just one: aesthete of his own individuality' By tofment to

settle down the beauty of his limitation and byburning to create its substance".

As we have iried to highlight, a series of the essential themes of

schopenhauer's philosophy are present in cioraris early work, yet an attentive

,t.rdy of the text has led us to the conclusion that they are not assimilated

by iior"rr, they do not become integrated parts of his thoughts or of the

materials used to develop his personal meditation; however they are always

invoked in order to be criticized,being rather used for marking his delimitation

from a metaphysic very popular in the Romanian cultural sPace; he wanted

more to underline t ir iist"n.e from an influent and trendy philosopher

in a period dominated by an acute sense of decadency and of the end' The

central motifs of the Schopenhauerian system afe not taken by Cioran, they-

cannot be found as basic elements of his vision upon the great problems of

the existence. The explanation we may find is that, aside from his enthusiasm

regarding the Nietzschean thought, which catches mainly his speculative

irri"r"rt,lhere is an incompatibility between his tumultuous, turbulent and

provocative temperament and the desolated, passive lucidity from the Pfges

of The World as Will and Representation' Young Cioran is an advocate of the

of
:to
the
the
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pathos, of the radical transformations, of the measureless activism, an ador,

of the experiencel to him, the idea of renouncing, of being torn away fro'

the senses, the idea of evacuating the subjectivity was not stimulating at ;--

His juvenile ardor finds its necessary fuel in the vitalist formulas which 1.,

embraces enthusiastically, permanently searching for the heroic dimensic:

for the apocalyptic spectacle; therefore the Nietzschean thought is his ma.

model"

Once Cioran has entered the French space, once he has adopted t-

mask of the skeptic on duty, he detaches himself from the Nietzsche

paradigm through which he has viewed the world and he refers more oft.
to those thinkers who can support his new vision. Epictet, Marcus Aureli

Montaigne, Pyrrhon, Chamfort, La Rochefoucauld are coming now to t-
foreground" A series of classical statements about renouncing and about t,

domination of the senses meet the most diverse oriental sources, Buddh,

especially, on the ego's evanescence and on the futility of the sensitive wor

Cioran seems not to arm at a mainly philosophic foundation of his statemer-

as he used to during his Romanian period, but to search for what is shocki, -

absurd, anecdotic, this way trying to dislocate the certitudes of the na:

conscience and to ridicule the theories claiming their universaliry discussi-

any justification of systematic approach. In such a context) in which biza

and screwy characters, even monsters, incurable cynics or abyssal scoundr.

are present, sheltered by the comprehensive Cioranian pages as in a hor:

museum, Schopenhauer, as a master of insult, as a philosopher displaying t.

cabman's manners, the choleric author of Parerga and Paralipotn'ena, a figL-,

ofthe excess, fits perfectly.

Evidently, it is not a fundamental reference, a key of the new Ciorani-

universe; such a key does not exist, because the idea of a central nucleus

refused in the name of a sophistic voluptuousness, for the sake of the virtuos:

of the reflexive juggler assisting the twilight of the civiiization. It is mc:

the acceptance of the commerce with a character that will govern one of t.-

multiple independent principalities coexistent in his French work. Wh:
Cioran's Romanian work can be compared to a powerful, centralized emp-:
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typical of the German sPace - ti
orr" ubl. to take advantage of:

transferring to his Person the en: '

elv spreads around'with no minim

,i,.rr,io,. to the fact that the thir'

er, the genius and not the archivist' :

Even though he keePs on warnl

in itself, some individuals' only act
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being's mind reacts"when reading' an organic proce-':
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:ading is the passive imitatia
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functions of the intelleq
chopenhauer thinks that it b
pretending that it contributs
tion being - in his opinion -
3 two phenomena: "Whenrr
his mental process. Likewisc,
rurs drawn by his teacher. ln
rtent, free from the effort of
.er being caught by our own
rur mind is actually just the
y the one who reads a lot and
rent his ability of thinking br
orse forget to walk. And this
rtil they have grown stupid.'
ent of the thought, reading
t with alien notions that do
owing down its metabolism.
Ltation, to its enrichment or

,-ubtlety. It induces extfemely harmful paralyses, a fatal blockage against the

qenesis of any original thought. Reading is getting satisfied with a subordinated,

passive role - the one of a mere consumer of some ideas owed to other minds'

it is to accept a humiliating voluntary servitude, and this happens because

tlere are extremely few minds able to master the read material and to use

it constructively while most of the intellects record the information out of

inertia, unable to manage and manipulate it according to their particular

needs, being completely disorganized by an affiux out of control'

The only situation in which reading is accepted is the one when the

individual acquainted to a solid thinking practice notices that he faces

difficulties in keeping on the development of his ideas and that he needs a

stimulus from outside to restart the machine of his intellect' In this particular

case, reading is welcome, being helpful food for a trained mind, just provisory

in difficulry1nd ready to abandon this succedaneum immediately he succeeds

in regaining the flow of his meditation: "You do not have to read unless the

stream ofyour personal thoughts has dried out, thing that happens even to

the most brilliant minds. But to cast out your original thoughts just to take a

book in your hands is a sin against the holy spirit'"

As a consumed reader, who, as his notes ftom Notebooks highhght,

obstinately would attend a lot of libraries, from those in Sibiu and Bucharest

to the hbrary of Sorbonne and of the Catholic Institute in Paris, Cioran

considers this passion a true vice, an ill-fated inclination which has suffocated

his creativity, forcing him to follow almost maniacally the others'obsessions,

changing him into a lazy and abulic person. For this reason, he launches a

corrosive criticism against reading, not using for the antithesis the thought

- as Schopenhauer aia - but the writing. His diagnosis is identical to the

German philoroph"f's one: reading is harmful because, using the pretext of

an intellectual activiry it hinders the orientation towards something really

creative, blocking the exercising of precious energies.In takes little attention

to read, while for writing one has to mobilize all his spiritt capacity; the

extremely complicated thinking process has to be set in. Writing is a valuable

exercise,while ieading has no benefic effect, thus, paradoxically: "You get closer

to creativity when writing a postcard than when reading The Phenomenology
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of Spirif'"
In addition, the reading eXceSS assimilated to an honorable intellectual

effort produced a change in thl very field ofwriting, permitting the appearance

of some authors *hlr" works are exclusively nurtured by commenting

the others'thoughts, by processing themes that do not belong to them or

topics owed to tl. .r"uti.*rity of oth"r spirits, permanently exploited. ciorar

notices that such a transformation means iepiacing the liberty and the

unpredictability of the inspiration by the hegemonl g toil' of the devoted

work with a controllabl. u.rd predictable o,ri.o*." Those unable to think

bythemselveswithdrawinthepositionofthecommentatorwithoutbeins
forced to participate to the fabrrlous fight with the idea, without having tc'

experience the anguish of the on. ul*uyJwaiting for the creative though'Ther

have no frights, they are not tofmented by 
".,dl.'u 

interrogations on theii

fecundity oi steriliry they do not experience the tension of the writing actr

as long there are books o be read as a soufce of their own work, no dange-

_uy rr""pp.n to them, while the proliferation of the glosses or compilatior-r.

under their signat.rr. i, urr.rred.Tt Cioran it is obvious that "you cannot thitt:

more than two of three minu tes a day" ,whereas reading asks for no specia-

conditions, fact confirmed by a Schopenhauerian observation according tc

which: "You can always start reading, but not also thinking""

This judgment allows us to get to an largely present theme both a:

Schopenhauer, and Cioran _ the one of the relation between the write:

and the idea, of the very complex process at the end of which the vague

fragmentary thought, *iih lt' tttJi^ly changing 
-curv.es 

is fixated in writing

being uprooted rro- it. sphere of the rrrrd"rmirr"d and taking shape" Both are

convinced that to create is not a matter ofwill, is not a Pure rational attempt ir

which one can opefate just with perfectly controllable intellectual constants

manipulated no matter the circumstances. From their perspective it seem'

evident that the human mind is moody and that it needs a series of factor'

impossibletobeanticipatedinordertobringtolifeoriginalandpowerfu-
creations.There are ,ro *1.u;there is no hygiene of the creation, as the classic'

thought, but "v"rfhing 
is dominated - fro- this point of view - by absolute

chaos,by the conjunction of some unpredictable factors permitting the genesi'

rf the idea.f
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factors

of the idea.The subject is not al-powerful, it has not arways at hand the whorecomplex of his endowment, beini dependent to alargeextend on the anarchicforces latent in hi
schopen,"#,{llf,TTff ?r:'3.J'J#,*.:ff f#'*,|,,,o,,r,i,,r.i,,gand he proposes a classification of the writers in three categories: those whowrite without thinking, those who think whire *rntrrg *a those who writeonly after they have clearly outlined their ideas. Th.-fi.rt ones write frommemory or plagiarize the others' books; those in tt. ,".orra categoty arcobsessed with the desire ofwriting and they think .".t*rrr.ty ror this purpose,either for fame, or for money, *til. the last o.r., -.iirut. ,..iorrsly for thepleasure of thinking nuyr* no .p..ifi. purpose. stilr even among these thereare to types of spirits: those meditatingon the things, o'the rearity,and theones thinking over the books

latter needs an exterior impuls
originaliry always remaining
On the other hand, the firsi spirits, independent
meditate directly on,the reality, this way creating eve

The personal thin 
", hu, th. most difficult mission, because he cannotrely on the fux of a never-ending inspiration. He experiences dificurties,blockage moments, uncertainti., ,.-gurd'irg tt 

" 
*uy rrirt-.an"rron wil take,because, as schopenhauer noted: "rio,rghl are like p.opt., it is not alwayspossible to call them whenever you want; you have towait for them to come.The meditation on a topic ccord, throu gh a happyand harmonic meeting lf t the interior dispositionand the inner incitement [. mind is able to think at

overcoming this dificulry his excellence becomes
way he manages to express his ideas, in his vivid
dominated by a perfeci claritywhich excludes thelv'l* uorvr rr ur tle o D s curlty pres ent i",i,. *lffi ffi ffi ffiffi ilt"jJi;themselves and who do ,roi succeed in .omple , understanding what theywould like to transmit, just because they hurr. ,"d;r.t assimilated theothers'ideas.

such a thinker expresses himserf naturalry,using alr the possibirities
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given by the common language, without resorting to endless and intricate

sentences in order to artificially seem to be profound. Schopenhauer's attack

aims at Fichte, Schelling and Hegel, considered intellectual impostors

who contributed to a dangerous fashion, determining the proliferation of
the insufferable jargon of the philosophic works that fakes peoplet image

of the thinking process, making them consider it a mysterious operation.

accessible just to those who are initiated and armed with some artificid.words.

Schopenhauert recommendation is simple: "The German writers could

benefit by understanding that, on the contrary,if it is necessary, you must as

far as possible speak the same language as everyone in order to think as a great

spirit: use common words to say common things. Yet, they turned the wrong

way up. We can see them forcing themselves to wrap up trivial ideas in great

words and to give their ordinary ideas the most extraordinary expressions, the

most elaborated, precious and rare sentences. Such sentences always walk on

stilts."
Another target of the Schopenhauerian criticism is the teacher, viewei

as a mere mercenary, interested just in obtaining a sure income and in
prestige, still not at all in searching for the truth. Weak, pliant, always caugh:

in alliances and in miserable backstage arrangements in order to eliminate

remarkable people and to support mediocriry cultivating only borrowec

thoughts and displaying the skeptical sufficiency of the one unable to belier-e

in the existential stake of a profound meditation, he is a veritable guardiar-

of the advanced stupidiry being the most deceitful adversary of the origina-

thinker. He always tries to marginalize the thinker, using his academic

position, discrediting him exactly for his firmness in acquiring knowledge.

even invoking his passion in unraveling the true image of existence, while

regarding this passion as hilarious.

The teacher is by his nature at the antipode of the thinker, valuing tht
erudition and not the originaliry the quantity of the intellectual products anJ

not their qualiry the group spirit and not the independence of the personl
approach, voluntarily limiting his perspective by specialization, by'a petty studr-

of a narrow domain and refusing the vast vision, the panoramic view, alwar-=

acting according to some concrete purposes and never unselfish, in order t,-
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;rtis$r his pleasure to think for himself It is what makes Schopenhauer staten his trenchantway.: "In short, gorging oneself in the stable of the teachergrofession is somethin gvery.orui.riirrt to the ruminants. Those who, on thecontrary, are fed by Mother Nature enjoy better the open air,,.
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Yet, both perspectives introduce the ego's terrible note of fragrlity' A-

ego that proves lo be absolutely unable to claim the paternity of its creation'

bl.urrr., hrrtly it is not aware of the way they have been generated, of th.

mystery of their creation, and, secondly, it cannot stake on the repeatability c:

on the predictability of others similar; thus he is forced to assume an eternl

gnilty ig.rora.rce, implicitly accepting the role of an impostor, of the puppet

pti"i. deprived of all the attributes of his power, used just to chair som'

ju-bor."r-. For this reason, Cioran's vision uPon the incontrollable aspec'

involved in any thinking process culminating with the creative act is mor'

dramatic that Schop.nhu.r"r'r. The German philosopher referred to t1:'

imponderability present in any creative attempt' he admitted the impossibilir

of controlling everything rationally;still he did not aPpear to believe that ti''

ego's sovereignty is threatened as it always manages to asseft its intentic:

plofitirrg of a favorable set of circumstances and of its irrepressible enthusias:

for knowledge.,A.t Cioran, the process is more complex and nothing guarantei

that the ego will not end suffocated by the contrafy tendencies threatening :

nothing certifies the necessary success of the effort of forcing the chaos into

shape, of bringing an idea into expression"

Due to these difficulties implied by writing act, and to the mysterio-

factors combination governing its genesis, any rztronal, programmat

intervention does nothlng else but impoverishing a work, depriving it of 1:

fascinating goldsmith.To meditate excessively over the art in itself to take * ,

words for realities, to strictly experiment at the level of the language meal

to get stuck into a secondary universe, to not have access to the versati-'

puliations of the world, to privilege the simulacrums instead of the reali'

bi-ilu, to Schopenhauer, Cioran thinks that the great writers are those w]-'

are able to go directly to reality, without stopping over for srylistic or scholar'

meditations. As we have shown, the German philosopher is preoccupie -

especially by the difference between the personal thinker, always orientt

towards the thing in itself willingly to decode through his own intuitions ti-,

cipher of the whol" universe, and the thinker who is conditioned by differe:

academic influences, nourishing his wisdom by cultivating the great spiri:

without being able of any original thought. However, Cioran insists mo.
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the difference between writers and literates, namely between the authors
o reflect on the rearity and those who meditate over ih" lurrgouge: ,,The 

real
ter writes about beings, things, events; he does not write 

"borrt 
writing; he

s words, but he doesnt waste his time with them, he does not turn them
r the object of his meditation. He wirl be everlthing but an anatomist of
verb. The dissection of the language is the obsessioriof those who, having
ing to say, close themselves up in the act of saying.',
Another distinction used by schopenha.r", io establish the val'e

a thinker, found at cioran also, is the one between those who think for
rmselves and those who think for the others. The German philosopher
us understand that thinking for yourself is to be totally altruist, having
impure intention, aiming just at fulfirling an interior i-p.rlr" towardi

krowledge, without speculating the effect such an investigatior, ,'uy have on
the others and, therefore, without trying any adjustm ,it, uny compromise
to get applauses or honors. It is the onry honestway a veritabie philosopher
can take because it is the only one leading to the revelation of the truthi ,As
frr as the thoughts are concerned, their .ral.r" r"srlts firsth from the fact that
you think for yourself. The thinkers can be divided in to classes: the ones
thinking for themselves and those thinking simultaneously for the others, too.
The first are the real personal thinkers in a double acceptation of the word:
they are properly so called philosophers. only they take things in earnest.
The joy and the happiness of their lives consist in thinking.The others are the
sophists. They try to shine and they search for the fuffiiment of what they
have obtained from the others. This is their earnestness. A mans ,tyl" urri
manner rapidly discloses which of the two classes he belongs to. Lichienberg
is an example of the first. Herder belongs to the .".orrd orr.I"

_ cioran stays close to such a meditation, moving the stress on the fact
that the authenticity of the thought conceived;ust fol yourself,, the sincerity
governingsuch agenesis favorsits naturalassimilationbythe others,eliminating
any rhetoric volute, any artificial note that could makeit suspicious, hinderin!
its acceptance: "Never should one write to rnake a book, namely with the idel
of speaking to the others. A thought should not address but the one who has
conceived it. It is the indispensable condition for the others to assimilate it
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agglomerating comments and glosses to dissimulate his steriliry to maskhis lack of knowledge, and theiefore contributing to the instalation of anineluctable decline of the_spirit byprivireging the sirrog ur",aycelebrating the
succedaneum: "we wirl have .t*", witt.a lro.rgh trrl tq" century u.i.,r.it facilitated the proliferation of th
machines, of that malformation of the
of a civllization's decline, of the
hard work over the caprice.'Io s

the ineffable, to not face anything d
Any comment on a piece ofwork-i,
direct is null""

Another consequence of the professorial thinking style is thetriviarization of the spiritual creations, the inducing or,n. idea that there isno miracle, no inspiration outburst, and no specifi"city ofthe genius, of thesuperior endowment; but everything is reduced to a
of the information and opinions, to i maniac and fati
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iry to mask
ation of an

celebrating the

those reading

to systemize

opinion!...
that is not

proposes a false model of the spirit, violating the real image of the thought,
refusing to accept the contradiction, the censorship, the ellipsis.

Cioran 9i Schopenhauer
(Rezumat)

Am incercat sd demonstrim ci Cioran dovedeste in volumele sale

romdnegti o bun[ cunoagtere a unora dintre motivele cheie ale sistemului
din Lurnea ca aoin/d ;i reprezentare, insd. nu igi insuseste aceste teme, nu le
integreazd, reflectiei sale, ci le critic[ permanent in numele atasamentului
siu fali de filosofia nietzscheani. Pesimismul, iubirea ca viclegug al geniului
speciei, propoviduirca ascezei, clamarca nevoii de a depdgi limitele strimte
ale eului, accentul pus pe importanta milei intr-o comportare morali, toate
acestea reprezintd, solulii inacceptabile din perspectiva tinirului turbulent si

insetat de triiri cit mai paradoxale care este Cioran. Pentru el, Schopenhauer
e un partener de dialog, dar nu un maestru, un adversar redutabil, insi nu o
sursi de inspiralie. O dati cu opera lui de limbn francezd., o seamd de reflectii
schopenhaueriene din Parerga;iparalipomenapzt si devini interesante pentru
Cioran si ecourile acestora sint perceptibile in cirgile sale pini la sffrgitul viefii,
fdrd. ca ele si aibi insi o importanl[ deosebiti pentru economia gindirii sale,

degi ele nutresc unele din cele mai savuroase aforisme 9i imprecatii indreptate
lmpotriva filosofilor academici, a glosatorilor sau a iubitorilor jargonului ce

simuleazd prczenta gindirii, precum si o serie de fragmente consacrate stilului
si procesului sinuos al scriiturii.
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